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Nut grass (water grass) galore
s the strange season continues,
one glance across most of our
lawns confirms what the corps
of engineers at Tuttle Lake, farmers,
and construction companies know: it
has been an incredibly wet spring and
summer.
My fescue is still
green and nutgrass
abounds, even without ever breaking out
my sprinkler.
It is hard to believe
Randy James,
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the last rain just a few
arborist /
days ago (at the end of
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July, which measured
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1.1 inches in my rain
of Growing
gauge), was met with
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a yawn and a ho hum;
just a run-of-the-mill occurrence.
If you are unfamiliar with the lawn
weed nutgrass (also called water grass
or nutsedge), it is an odd plant that
falls in the sedge category.
It has a “V” shaped stem, it is light
green in color, and grows at a rate like
the plant in Jack and the Bean Stalk I
remember as a kid.
The significance of being a sedge
relates to its control and spread as
it does not originate from seed, but
rather from a “nutlet” or tuber like
structure (think of a miniature potato). It is not controlled by preemergents or typical postemergent herbicides.
In fact, one of our product suppliers told me last year that it has
become the number one lawn weed
in the Midwest. I don’t know if that
is true, but it is definitely “bad news
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An example of nut grass (water grass) in a yard.

bears” this year.
Unfortunately, sedges thrive in
wet or poorly drained soils (why it is
sometimes called watergrass), which
apparently applies to my entire lawn.
There are products labeled for nutsedge “control” in lawns, but they are
relatively expensive and require multi-

ple applications, and often with some
phytoxicity to cool season grasses that
inevitably receive spray as well.
While some clients elect for the
treatment, I just let it have its day in
the sun and try to be thankful for the
sweet July rains, knowing dry will
return soon enough.

For more information about
Growing Concerns and our
residential landscape management
services, visit our website at
www.growingconcerns.com
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